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ABSTRACT 
 
Clinically identified as talipes equinovarus, clubfoot is a developmental deformity that is 
treated with the Ponseti method of casting and manipulation. While the success of this procedure 
in correcting the deformity is well documented, the method of correction is poorly understood. 
The spatial and temporal composition of the developing tarsal anlagen was first inspected to 
identify the properties that allow realignment and reshaping of the deformed anlagen. The 
volumetric changes over the course of treatment were then quantified to see if the Ponseti 
treatment affected the rate of growth of anlagen and ossific nuclei and the percent ossification of 
anlagen. The conventional view that the primary effect of the Ponseti treatment was to realign 
the tarsal anlagen and initiate subsequent changes in the shape of the anlagen was challenged by 
studying the immediate and overall shape changes introduced by manipulation and casting. 
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIRIS) was utilized to understand the spatial 
and temporal changes in the anlagen composition during the developmental process. The 
endochondral ossification progression was marked by an increase in the collagen levels in the 
deeper region, especially closer to the growing ossific nuclei. The orientation of these collagen 
fibrils stayed constant till the formation of the ossific nuclei and then the fibrils were randomly 
oriented to facilitate the transformation from cartilage to bone. The mineralization was also 
preceded by a decrease in proteoglycan levels. Collagen integrity increased with age and the 
increased synthesis of collagen was followed by constant formation of newer crosslinks.  
Three dimensional modeling of MRI images were used to study the effect of Ponseti 
treatment on the volume and shape of deformed clubfoot. Ponseti treatment affected the 
compositional changes by stimulating the growth of the deformed anlagen, especially talus, at a 
higher rate compared to normal anlagen. Volumetric analysis showed that the significantly 
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different clubfoot and normal foot have more comparable volume by the end of treatment. Shape 
change analyses confirmed the immediate shape changes induced by casting, increased convexity 
of the wedged talar dome and calcaneus head, and the presence of residual deformity present at 
the end of treatment. However, over the course of treatment, the smaller and deformed anlagen 
grow and adapt to obtain the shape and volume that is close enough to the normal foot to mimic 
normal functionality. 
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INTRODUCTION 
1.1. CLUBFOOT DEFORMITY 
First introduced in medical literature by Hippocrates in 400 B.C., clubfoot is one of the most 
common congenital abnormalities of the lower limb [1]. Overall incidence of this abnormality is 
1 to 2 in 1000 live births. Racially it varies from 0.35 per thousand live births in Chinese 
population to 49 per thousand live births in Hawaiian population [2]. Clubfoot is twice as 
common in males [3]. Fifty percent of these cases are bilateral with the unilateral cases having 
right side predominance [4]. Possibility of clubfoot occurrence in a sibling is 1 in 35, but the risk 
increases to 1 in 3 in the case of identical twins [5]. 
Clinically identified as talipes equinovarus, clubfoot is a developmental deformity 
comprised of four components-cavus, equinus, hindfoot varus and forefoot adductus. The 
misalignment of the tarsal bones with respect to one another causes the feet to be excessively 
plantar flexed and inverted (Figure 1).  
 
Figure 1: Illustration of foot movements with respect to their respective axis of rotation. (A) 
Movement with respect to the vertical axis is termed as abduction/adduction. Adduction is towards 
the body midline. Movement with respect to anterior-posterior axis is termed as eversion/inversion 
and movement with respect to the medial lateral axis is termed as dorsiflexion/plantar flexion. 
Inversion and dorsiflexion is movement towards the body. (B) The skeletal anatomy of foot. 
Reproduced from [6]  
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The structural defects of idiopathic clubfoot, presented in Figure 2, manifest themselves 
into functional limitations. For example, individuals with uncorrected clubfoot walk on the outer 
edge of the foot resulting in abnormal gait. Usually presented as an isolated condition in an 
otherwise healthy infant, this congenital disorder can be identified in utero [7]. However, if it is 
left untreated, callus, infections and limitations in mobility severely impacts the quality of life.  
 
Figure 2: Front, lateral and medial view of a simulated clubfoot. (A) The front view emphasizes the 
varus (inward angulation of the hindfoot) and adductus (inward positioning of the forefoot) (B) 
Lateral view further demonstrates the varus (C) The medial view emphasizes the cavus (arch) and 
equinus (plantarflexed forefoot compared to rearfoot) Reproduced from [8]. 
 
1.2 PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF CLUBFOOT 
Speculation over the cause of clubfoot has varied from mechanical factors in utero due to 
diminution of amniotic fluid to arrested fetal development [9]. The foot development consists of 
three phases-initial (15-20 mm crump length), embryonic (21-30 mm) and fetal position (31-50 
mm). The initial phase consists of the foot growing in line with leg. The embryonic phase 
consists of equinovarus adductus position achieved by growth of the lateral skeletal elements and 
the distal end of the fibula. The fetal phase consists of the growth of distal end of tibia and 
medial foot. These phases of development are depicted in Figure 3. An arrest in the equinovarus 
position and inability to undergo eversion, which is the final process in skeletal development of 
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the lower limb, has been hypothesized as the cause of clubfoot according to arrested fetal 
development theory [10]. The medical conditions that have been correlated with clubfoot include 
intra-uterine viral infection [11], neurological deficit [12], and vascular anomalies [13]. 
 
Figure 3: Foot development process divided into fibular and tibial rapid growth phases. (A-C) 
Initial position (A) to embryonic position (C) is driven by the rapid growth of fibula. Embryonic 
position to Fetal position (F) is driven by the rapid growth of tibia. Reproduced from [10] 
 
The tarsal bones that are affected by clubfoot include the heel bone called calcaneus, 
talus, cuboid and navicular (Figure 1). Talar head and neck is shortened, navicular and cuboid 
bone appear wedged in clubfoot [9] . The pathoanatomic findings that accompany clubfoot 
include atrophy of the foot and the calf, shorter limb length, talonavicular joint dislocation and 
medial deviation of the talar neck and head [14]. Abnormalities in the maturation of connective 
tissue and muscle development can further worsen the established malposition. 
Clubfoot is clinically diagnosed by two well-known classification systems developed by 
Pirani and Dimeglio/Bensahel. These classification systems identify the severity of the clubfoot 
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based on physical characteristics of the lower limb. Dimeglio/Bensahel score considers the 
following four components to categorize in increasing order of severity-equinus deviation 
(sagittal plane), varus deviation (frontal plane), inversion/eversion in the subtalar and 
talcalcaneonavicular joint and adduction of the forefoot relative to hindfoot (horizontal plane) 
[15].  The Pirani system is characterized by ‘Look’, ‘Feel’ and ‘Move’ categories based on 
inspection of the midfoot and hindfoot. The ‘Look’ category identifies the severity of posterior 
crease and lateral border of foot while ‘Feel’ categorizes the level of softness of heel 
(calcaneum) and deviation of the talar head. Finally the ‘Move’ category determines the level of 
equinus rigidity and medial crease [16]. 
1.3 CLUBFOOT TREATMENT  
 The goal of the treatment is to obtain a well corrected foot that can function similar to the 
normal foot. The treatment works by correcting the alignment of the tarsal and metatarsal bones 
with respect to the leg. Along with the positional correction of bones and curvature profiles of 
joint surfaces, ligament and tendon stretching is essential for a complete treatment. Different 
treatment options include surgery and casting techniques. In parts of Europe and North American 
Centers, the French technique of physical therapy, first described by Bensahel, is predominant 
[17]. It involves gentle daily manipulation in a relaxed child that lasts thirty minutes. Cavus, 
varus and adductus are initially corrected with the equinus eventually addressed over several 
months of treatment depending upon the severity of the clubfoot. In other parts of Europe, 
America, Ponseti method of casting is predominant[17]. In the more severe cases of clubfoot that 
do not yield to manipulation, surgery is required. 
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1.4 PONSETI METHOD OF TREATMENT 
Based on clinical observations and anatomic dissections, Dr. Ignacio V. Ponseti 
developed the method of serial casting in 1948. Ponseti Method is now widely used to correct 
infant clubfoot because of the excellent results combined with ease of training physicians and 
implementation [18]. The correction procedure of the Ponseti method involves gentle 
manipulation with molded plaster. Each manipulation cast is applied for 4-7 days.  The Ponseti 
method capitalizes on the compliant structure of infant anlagen, a cartilaginous template 
preceding bone formation.  
Initially the infant anlage is mainly composed of cartilage. The cartilage provides the 
template that ossifies to form bone. This process of skeletal development is called endochondral 
ossification (Figure 3A) [19]. It begins with mesenchymal condensation in the limb bud. The 
condensed mesenchyme differentiate into type II collagen (blue) expressing chondrocytes in the 
center and type I collagen(yellow) expressing perichondrial cells in the peripheral region. 
Subsequently, hypertrophic differentiation of chondrocytes and invasion by the blood vessels and 
osteoblasts leads to the formation of the center of ossification.  Intramembranous ossification, a 
process of bone healing after fracture, is also based on the framework provided by cartilage 
anlage [19].  
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of endochondral and intramembranous bone developmental 
process. (A) The formation of the limb bud is followed by mesenchymal condensation expressing 
type II collagen (blue).  Differentiation of the centrally located cells into chondrocytes hypertrophy 
and express collagen X (purple) and the perichondrium develops in the peripheral region, 
expressing type I collagen (yellow). Invasion of blood vessels and osteoblasts initiates the formation 
of center of ossification. (B) The mesenchymal cells differentiate into osteoprogenitor cells 
expressing Cbfa1 (pink) progressing to mature osteoblasts expressing both Cbfa1 and type I 
collagen (yellow). Osteoblasts die by apoptosis or become osteocytes in the mineralized matrix.  
Reproduced from [19]. 
The time of the development of the ossific nuclei varies with bone. For example, 
calcaneus and talus develop an ossific nucleus earlier while the other anlagen develop an ossific 
nucleus later on in the developmental process (Figure 4). Ossification begins between 25 and 31 
weeks gestation in talus and between 22 and 25 weeks’ gestation in calcaneus [20]. Cuboid 
develops ossific nuclei between 37 weeks’ gestation and 3 months after birth whereas the 
navicular remains cartilaginous for one to four years [20].The cartilaginous anlagen are more 
susceptible to changes in shape and structure compared to mineralized bone. Therefore, the 
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earlier the treatment, the more compliant are the bones and effective the results of the treatment. 
It is suggested that the treatment should optimally begin as early as the first week of life [21]. 
 
Figure 5: Sagittal slice of fetal human talus in 3rd Trimester. The gross appearance of anlagen 
initially composed of cartilage with the development of ossific nuclei located in the neck of the talus. 
Reproduced from [22]. 
 The Ponseti method consists of treatment and maintenance phase. Casting on a weekly 
basis manipulates multiple components of clubfoot (Figure 5A). The first step is to correct the 
cavus caused by pronation of the first ray. Doing so realigns the forefoot with the hindfoot. The 
next step is to apply pressure on the lateral aspect of the talus head while drawing the flexed foot 
laterally correcting the varus. At this point, the foot appears to be slightly overcorrected with an 
excessive external rotation.  This is followed by the third step where the equinus deformity is 
corrected. The posterior ankle structures of ankle and subtalar joints are stretched by pulling 
down the posterior aspect of the calcaneus in conjunction with the dorsiflexion of foot [23]. If 
15° of dorsiflexion has not been achieved, percutaneous tendoachilles release is performed to 
allow the calcaneus to come down adequately [3]. At the end of treatment phase, the 
maintenance phase begins. Abduction orthosis (Figure 5B) is to be worn 23 hours a day for first 
three months and then 12 hours for 2-4 years [18]. 
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Figure 6: Ponseti Treatment and Maintenance Phase equipment (A) Front and sagittal view of the 
weekly casts applied in the treatment phase to correct clubfoot deformity [24]. (B) Image of an 
abduction orthosis designed to maintain dorsiflexion of the foot in the maintenance phase [18].  
 The manipulation triggers relatively rapid deformation and the cast maintains the 
manipulated position employing the stress relaxation under the constant load. The joint molding 
and muscle development is attained by maintaining the feet in shoes that are in 75° outward 
rotation. Initially worn full time, the splints are then worn for several hours a day and throughout 
the night. The treatment method is based on using the fibroblastic properties of ligaments and 
tendons that respond to manipulation [25]. 
 However, the need to apply the right degree of pressure at the correct location and order 
of manipulation is also crucial. Variations in the results of correctly applied Ponseti treatment 
method arise from differences in the stiffness of foot, age of treatment initiation [25]. Recurrence 
of the clubfoot can result from failure to adhere to both treatment and maintenance phase 
procedures. 80% of recurrences occur in the first 2 years and 1/3 of the cases suffer from relapse 
because of poor compliance to wearing the orthosis [8]. 
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1.4  TREATMENT ASSESSMENT 
 Palpation is the method of assessment to realize the position of bones with respect to the 
leg and each other [23]. Other assessment methods involve using a roentgenogram that records 
degree of deformity [24]. Heel inversion is estimated by talocalcaneal angle measurement. The 
correction of the clubfoot cannot be adequately assessed in infants because the relationship 
between navicular and talus head cannot be determined [24]. The ability of the foot to fully 
pronate and dorsiflex is checked to consider the possibility of relapse. Muscle balance is 
manipulated by transferring tendon insertions to obtain correction. For example, anterior tibial 
transfer to third cuneiform is performed to correct recurrence of supination [8] . This maneuver 
also avoids the scarring and stiffness in the midtarsal joints associated with medial release 
operations. Patients that undergo serial casting method revised by Ponseti have active lives with 
no pain or other feet complaints. 
1.5  POTENTIAL AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT 
Although structure of cartilage anlagen have been manipulated for ages (10
th
 century 
Chinese foot binding customs [26]), the composition that allows for these changes has not been 
well characterized. Understanding the compositional features can provide cues to engineer 
biologically more suited cartilage and osteogenic constructs. But the relevance of studying the 
compositional features of the growing anlagen in this work is to better understand the biology 
that causes Ponseti and other manipulative casting methods to succeed in correcting deformed 
tissue.  
The retrospective studies on the gross changes introduced by casting on the deformed 
clubfoot [27, 28] maintain the positive outcomes of Ponseti treatment, but limited are the studies 
on the shape or volumetric changes induced during the course of the treatment period. The 
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objective of this work is to help address these issues by studying the composition of the healthy 
tarsal anlage and also the effect of the manipulative treatment regimen on deformed tarsal anlage 
in clubfeet.  
1.6  DESIGN OBJECTIVES  
1.6.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Ponseti treatment for clubfoot is recommended to be initiated at the earliest possible age 
[21]. Also, non-compliance with the maintenance phase of treatment has been correlated with 
recurrence of the disorder post treatment [8]. What are the attributes of cartilage anlagen that led 
to these clinical observations?  
Cartilage anlage is the precursor to both bone and cartilage and varies immensely in 
composition and function. Vascularized and mineralized, bone functions as a supporting skeletal 
tissue whereas the avascularized cartilage facilitates joint articulation. But unlike the 
composition of cartilage and anlage, the composition of the precursor, tarsal anlage, has not been 
characterized. The cartilaginous composition of anlagen is believed to make it pliable to 
manipulation and casting treatment for deformities like clubfoot [25]. Therefore understanding 
the natural progression of these compositional changes in healthy anlage can shed light on the 
age and maintenance dependent success factors of Ponseti treatment in correcting the deformity.  
While the detailed protocol of the Ponseti Method identifies the positional correction of 
the foot attained by each manipulation, it does not elucidate the shape changes in response to 
manipulation. Retrospective studies have also focused on - the shape changes in the deformed 
and corrected clubfoot compared to normal foot, but not manipulation’s immediate effect on 
anlagen and progressive changes over the course of the treatment.  
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Understanding the mechanism of manipulation and the resulting shape changes can also 
help model clubfoot over time of treatment. Modeling clubfoot can aid in enhancing the current 
treatment method. An example of such an enhancement is the potential to reduce the duration of 
each casting. Studying the response of anlagen as it changes its shape to adapt to the newly 
imposed space can allow physicians to enhance the Ponseti method to be more effective and 
efficient. Therefore both the composition that brings about the correction as well as the shape 
and volumetric changes as a result of the treatment were explored in this work. 
1.6.2 SPECIFIC AIM 
Aim 1: To inspect the composition of tarsal anlagen during the development phase. 
Aim 2: To quantify the volumetric differences between clubfoot and normal foot over the period 
of treatment 
Aim 3: To characterize the shape changes produced by serial casting at different time points of 
the treatment. 
Aim 1: Inspect the composition of tarsal anlagen during the development phase 
Ponseti treatment benefits from the properties of cartilage anlagen and therefore the study 
of its composition can give a better understanding of the treatment itself. While the composition 
of articular cartilage and bone has been well documented, the same has not been done for 
cartilage anlagen. Unlike bone which responds only to dynamic loading, cartilage anlagen also 
adapts in response to static loading [25]. The components of anlagen is believed to be similar to 
articular cartilage, which is a soft connective tissue composed of extracellular matrix, interstitial 
fluid and chondrocytes [29]. The articular cartilage can withstand shear and compressive 
mechanical loads and provide a low-friction surface optimal for joint articulation. These 
functional abilities are derived from the heterogeneous structure and composition. For example, 
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the collagen content and crosslinking of bone is associated with its strength and the predominant 
proteoglycan content of cartilage is associated with its ability to resist compressive loads  [30].  
Firstly, this study aims to investigate the compositional changes of anlagen that 
accompany the transformation from cartilage to bone. Parameters related to the major 
components of the cartilaginous anlagen (collagen and proteoglycan content, collagen direction, 
integrity, crosslinking) and their spatial and temporal distribution will be inspected using Fourier 
Transform Infrared Spectroscopy Imaging. Hypotheses were formulated for cartilage anlagen 
such that each parameter would transition from being similar to its initial form of cartilage to 
being similar to its final form of bone.   
HYPOTHESIS:  In the tarsal anlagen, the collagen content increases whereas proteoglycan content 
decreases with age.  Collagen crosslinking and integrity increases and the direction of collagen 
changes from a random distribution to a homogeneous direction.  
Aim 2: Quantify the volumetric differences between clubfoot and normal foot over the 
period of treatment 
Although it is known that clubfoot anlagen are smaller and deformed, the effect of 
treatment on the growth of the anlagen has not been documented. The development of the infant 
tarsal anlage of the clubfoot under Ponseti treatment would consist of both growth and 
remodeling of the pliable cartilaginous structure[25]. Quantifying the volumetric changes in 
clubfoot and normal foot can differentiate the growth of the tarsal bones due to treatment and 
natural development. Brand and group initiated the exploration of clubfoot based on volumetric 
analysis done on one case [25].  
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The second aim is to quantify the volumetric difference between clubfoot and normal 
foot in multiple samples in a natural experiment (serial MRI study of infant clubfoot casting). 
Monitoring the volumetric changes of anlagen before and after the treatment period can elucidate 
the effect of manipulation and quantify the contribution to anlagen growth from treatment. This 
study can identify the degree of similarity that the functionally corrected clubfoot shares with its 
normal counterpart. Parameters of interest are the changes in volumes of ossific nuclei and 
anlagen over the treatment period in both the clubfeet and normal feet. Another one is the rate of 
ossification in a bone exposed to static loading of the casting. The hypothesis were based on the 
assumption that the clubfoot anlage would be additionally stimulated by the manipulative forces 
of treatment acting on it compared to the normal foot and that the rate would be more 
pronounced in a pliable cartilaginous structure as opposed to a ossified bone structure. 
HYPOTHESIS: The rate of the volumetric growth and ossification of the clubfoot exceeds that of 
the normal counterpart. This rate is more pronounced in the cartilaginous anlagen than the 
ossified nucleus. 
Aim 3: Characterize the shape changes produced by serial casting at different time 
points of the treatment. 
In addition to volumetric changes, the shape changes following the serial casting 
procedure on these tarsal bones is another area that has received less attention. Studies on the - 
mechanical characterization of human cartilage anlagen have - deducted that the property of high 
Poisson ratio allows for the deformability of anlagen [25]. However, how rapidly does the 
deformation takes place and the weekly effect of manipulative forces remains to be explored. 
Ponseti describes the clubfoot abnormality as mainly deformity of the anterior part of talus, head 
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and neck being shortened and angulated medially and plantarward [23].  Calcaneal deformity has 
also been considered a crucial contributor to clubfoot [9]. Therefore, these two tarsal bones are 
of interest to this study. 
Therefore, the third goal is to extend the knowledge, which currently focuses on the 
overall foot, to include the effect on individual bones (calcaneus and talus) over the treatment 
period. Also given the histological differences (lower chondrocytes and proteoglycan) in the 
deformed compared to healthy tissue [21, 31], the compliance of healthy anlagen to the casting 
procedure will be addressed. Understanding the progression of shape changes to ultimately 
obtain a corrected foot can be used to gain a more comprehensive look at the treatment. 
 The hypothesis were formulated on the basis the cartilaginous material would show more 
immediate vulnerability to change shape in response to treatment. It was assumed that the 
anlagen after the first treatment session would be less deformed and therefore in a more stable 
position in the following weeks to resist the forces. It was also thought that clubfoot known to 
have histological abnormalities would have a more rigid structure and therefore less prone to 
manipulation [32].  
HYPOTHESIS:  Immediate shape changes are induced by the manipulation and casting in the 
deformed clubfoot anlagen. Talus and calcaneus will show greater degree of shape change in the 
first week of treatment. Clubfoot is less compliant to manipulation compared to healthy foot.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 AIM 1-SAMPLE PREPARATION, DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
 SAMPLE PREPARATION 
To study the compositional features of tarsal anlage, seven tali samples (20, 22, 25, 30, 31, 34 
and 36 weeks old) were harvested from the cadavers of still-born human fetuses [Department of 
Anatomy, Temple Medical Center, PA]. The cadavers were initially evaluated to ensure the 
absence of congenital defects and frozen immediately. In preparation for sectioning, the tissues 
were thawed at 10 °C and air dried fixed with 80% ethanol and 1% cetylpyridinium chloride, 
decalcified with 10% EDTA in Tris buffer and embedded in paraffin. The histological sections 
for FT-IRIS analysis were then cut at 7 microns thickness and mounted on BaF2 IR windows 
(Figure 7). The tali were sectioned at 8cm
-1
 spectral resolution for FT-IRIS analysis. 
 
Figure 7: An oblique-lateral view of the hindfoot and sectioning direction of the tali for FTIRIS 
analysis.  
DATA COLLECTION 
Various modalities have been implemented to inspect the composition of tissues like 
histology, immunochemical staining, microscopy, Fourier Transform Infrared Imaging 
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Spectroscopy (FTIRIS) [21, 33].  The advantage of FTIRIS over the other modalities is that the 
FTIRIS coupled with an optical microscope and IR focal plane array detector can provide insight 
into the orientation and distribution of the molecular species in tarsal anlagen (Figure 8) [30]. 
Molecules absorb infrared radiation at a particular frequency based on their conformation. 
Therefore, vibrational spectroscopic techniques can be utilized to obtain information on the 
secondary structure of proteins. The ability to gain spectral data from specific anatomic sites 
using the optical microscope and the thousand fold increase in data processing speed because of 
the array detector makes FTIRIS a powerful technology [33].   
 
Figure 8: Infrared Spectra of bone and cartilage. (A) Adult human cortical bone infrared sprectra-
the notable peaks are the vibrations of collagen (AmI, AmII, AmIII), phosphate and carbonate 
absorbance bands (B) Bovine cartilage infrared spectra – the notable peaks are the vibrations of 
collagen (AmI, AmII, AmIII), side chains and proteoglycan sugar ring absorbance bands. 
Reproduced from [30] 
Cartilage anlagen is composed of chondrocytes and an extracellular matrix formed by 
Type II collagen network reinforced with mainly proteoglycan and other non-collagenous 
proteins [30].  Depicted in Figure 8, the IR spectra of amide I, II absorbencies result from the 
vibrations of peptide bonds of collagen [33]. The IR spectrum of proteoglycan is associated with 
vibrations of sulfate stretching modes, sugar ring moiety (C-O-C, C-C, and C-OH) and inversely 
with the amide bonds [33]. The quantity of a particular component is proportional to the 
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integrated areas of the absorbance bands and can be identified at the following mid-IR 
frequencies.  
Cartilage degradation is negatively proportional to the absorbance band at 1338 cm
-1 
normalized to Amide II [34]. One of the features of collagen that enables tensile strength is 
intermolecular crosslinking. Using collagen denaturing experiments, the intensity at 1660 cm
-1
 
increased and the intensity at 1690 cm
-1
 decreased with collagen crosslinking [35]. Therefore, 
mature to immature crosslinks are correlated with the ratio of 1660/1690 cm
-1
 and can serve as 
an important parameter to characterize the chemistry of the tissue. 
Information on the collagen fibril orientation can be obtained by introducing a polarizer 
in the light path. Ratio of component under polarized parallel and perpendicular light has been 
used as an indicator of the protein orientation [30]. Previous studies have equated the ratio of the 
peak areas under amide I and amide II absorbance that have transition moments in the 
perpendicular direction to indicate fibril orientation [29]. Based on these documented parameters 
(Table 1) that have been previously utilized to differentiate between healthy and diseased 
cartilage and bone, FTIR analysis was performed on cartilage anlagen.  
Table 1: Molecular parameters associated with vibration of specific bonds at a particular frequency 
based on model compounds. 
Parameters Bonds Frequencies ( cm
-1
) 
Collagen (Amide I) C=O stretch 1590-1720 
Collagen (Amide II) C-N stretch, N-H bend 1595-1510 
Proteoglycan (PG) C-O-C,C-OH,C-C ring vibrations,  
sulfate stretch 
(985-1140)/Amide I 
Collagen Integrity CH2 1338/ Amide II 
Collagen crosslinking - 1660/1690 
Collagen Direction - Amide I/Amide II 
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DATA ANALYSIS 
 Transmission FT-IRIS data was collected for user defined rectangular regions at 6.25 µm using 
a Spectrum Spotlight FT-IR Imaging System. The hyperspectral data consists of absorbance for a 
range of mid-infrared frequencies at each of the spatial coordinates. ISYS software (Spectral 
Dimensions, Olney, MD) was utilized to focus on region of interest and baseline corrected to 
exclude other intensities.  The parameters that were measured include collagen and proteoglycan 
content, collagen orientation, integrity and crosslinking. Because the sample was too large to be 
imaged wholly, the talus was imaged in two or three sections separately. The analysis was 
performed on each of these sections of talus sample and then concatenated to form a single 
complete image. 
2.2 AIM 2 - DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
DATA COLLECTION 
For the serial MRI study of the infant clubfoot treatment, the three steps included MRI 
imaging, 3-D model reconstruction and geometric analysis. MRI images were acquired of the 
infants treated for unilateral clubfoot and reviewed retrospectively. Images were captured in 
high-field strength magnet (GE 1.0 Tesla; General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI). 
Slice thickness was 2 mm. Multiple views were captured- sagittal images (perpendicular to 
bimalleolar axis), the oblique axial images (perpendicular to calacaneocuboid joint) and coronal 
images (perpendicular to subtalar joint).  
For each week of treatment, the dataset included the scan of the normal foot and the scan 
of the clubfoot, before and after manipulation. Therefore, the three categories of data were 
normal, unstressed abnormal (before manipulation) and stressed abnormal (after manipulation) 
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images. Additional MRI scans were also taken of the normal foot of two subjects that underwent 
simulated casting (before and after casting).  
Sample Name Gender Age at week 0 Week1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 
B1 M 40 days H,N,S H,N,S H,N,S H,N,S N,S 
B2 M 87 days  H,N,S H,N,S H,N,S H,N,S N 
B3 M 25 days H,N,S H,N,S H,N,S H,N,S - 
B4 M 42 days H,N,S H,N,S H,N,S H,N,S - 
B5 M 31 days H H,N,S, SH H,N,S H,N,S N 
B6 F 40 days H,N,S H,N,S, SH H,N,S H,N,S  
Table 2: Segmented Samples for the duration of the treatment. H-healthy, N-Neutral (Unstressed) 
Position, S-Stressed Position, SH-Simulated Healthy Casting. 
While studying the results of the treatment on clubfoot, it is important to consider the 
differences between the multiple subjects that varied in the age at which treatment was initiated, 
gender and duration of casting. Subject B2 had a deformed left foot and underwent casting every 
seven days for a total of four treatment sessions. The last MRI scanning and removal of the cast 
was performed after 28 days. Subject B3 underwent Ponseti casting at the earliest age on his left 
foot. Initial cast was applied for four days, the second one for three and the third one for four 
days. The removal of the cast and last MRI imaging was done after 20 days.  
Subject B4 had a deformed right foot and the second casting was done initially after three 
days and then four days and lastly seven days. No tenotomy or imaging after was then 
performed. Subject B5 also had a deformed right foot and the casting was done every seven days 
for the first two treatment sessions and then fourteen days. Last imaging was performed after 20 
days. B5 also underwent simulated casting in the first week on his healthy feet.  Subject B6 had 
metatarsal adductus on the right feet and clubfoot on her left foot. Casting from the initial few 
treatment sessions were removed due to swelling and recasted. In the second week, Subject B6 
underwent simulated casting on the right foot. The clubfoot was casted every seven days and was 
last imaged after 28 days  
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These DICOM images were then segmented manually (Figure 9). The tarsal anlagen that 
were segmented include tibia, fibula, talus, calcaneus, navicular and cuboid. The borders of each 
anlage and its ossific nuclei were outlined separately in Analyze software for every slice in a 
particular dataset. The outlines were then fused to obtain a three dimensional rendering. Surface 
models created from the segmentations were then transferred to Geomagic Qualify (v10) for 
further analysis.  
 
Figure 9: Image schema of MRI Image Processing Methodology: Talus is segmented manually from 
an MRI image to obtain the 3D rendering.   
DATA ANALYSIS 
To monitor the volume changes that occurred in both the deformed and the normal feet, 
the 3D images were imported into Geomagic (v10). The volume of each of the bones (ossific 
nuclei and anlagen) were retrieved from the surface models and recorded. Before proceeding 
with the volumetric analysis, a descriptive study to appreciate the variations in the dataset was 
undertaken.  
The first task was to inspect the differences between the subjects, between the normal and 
deformed foot and between the initial and final weeks of treatment. Also owing to the duration 
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differences of each casting between the subjects, the volumetric analysis of the clubfoot 
compared to healthy foot were analyzed only for the first and last week of treatment.  
An average value of any features of the subjects that varied in age at which treatment 
started, duration of each casting and severity of clubfoot would have been irrelevant. Therefore, 
it was crucial to study these differences and conduct a statistical analysis on the raw volume 
values before summarizing the result of casting treatment on the clubfoot of these subjects.  
If there were significant differences between the subjects, then the following parameters 
were to be evaluated from the raw volume data. 
The three parameters determined from the volumetric values included 
 VC/VH- Ratio of clubfoot to healthy anlagen from first and last week 
 VL/VF -Ratio of last week to first week of both clubfoot and healthy anlagen  
 VON/VT- Ratio of the volume of the ossific nucleus to total volume for every week 
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2.3 AIM 3 – DESIGN COMPONENT, DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
Problem Statement 
 Clubfoot is a deformity marked by smaller and wedge shaped tarsal bones and the 
treatment for clubfoot is founded on applying forces to   the deformed cartilaginous structure and 
forcing shape changes [18]. The deformed anlage is repeatedly manipulated and casted for an 
interval of time to bring about corrections. Studying the shape changes induced by the treatment 
can help understand details of the correction achieved by Ponseti treatment of clubfoot.  
However, analyzing these shape changes required a method for comparison of living tissue that 
underwent treatment.  
Even though the tarsal anlage can be recreated as three dimensional surface models for 
analysis, comparison of two surface models for shape changes faced multiple challenges. Since 
the two models would differ in shape, surface features cannot be used to register one object with 
respect to another. Also, the lack of symmetry in the model eliminated the option to align the two 
models with respect to their principal axes. Therefore, the objective was to develop a technique 
that will allow for the geometric analysis of two dissimilar surface models. 
 Previously, the three dimensional models obtained by similar methods were analyzed by 
estimating the changes in the geometry of spheres and cylinders used to model the articulating 
surfaces of deformed and corrected anlage. [36]. No method to directly compare the surface 
models that differ in position and shape had been documented.  
Method Identification 
The novel method presented in this study utilized the existence of the ossific nucleus 
within the cartilaginous anlage to develop a method to compare surface models. The shape and 
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structure of the ossific nucleus present in the anlagen can be assumed to remain constant because 
it is not cartilaginous in nature and therefore not susceptible to manipulative forces. Using the 
ossific nucleus as the point of reference, the surface models for the anlage can be superimposed. 
Based on this, comparisons were made of the deformed anlagen before and after a manipulation 
or between the healthy and deformed anlage at a given time point (Figure 10). 
 
        
Figure 10: Process block diagram illustrating the overall plan of action followed by details of the 
method identification. Also highlighted is the software to be used to achieve the objectives.  
This method is applicable only to comparisons of anlagen that have ossific nuclei. Tarsal 
bones like the navicular do not develop an ossific nucleus earlier in development, which is the 
time this treatment is generally applied. Therefore, comparisons cannot be made between 
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navicular bones. Another factor to consider is the growth of ossific nuclei during the treatment 
period. Therefore, comparisons made over several weeks would include error if the ossific nuclei 
grows eccentrically, displacing the principal axes. Also, there have been reports of the ossific 
nuclei not being at the same region of the abnormal anlagen as is in the healthy anlagen. Hence, 
qualitative comparisons can be made for abnormal vs. normal anlagen using this method. But 
changes over one treatment period and mainly comparisons made on the same anlage before and 
after treatment would be more accurate and given well resolved segmentations can provide 
valuable information. 
 To compare the surface models of the same anlagen before and after treatment, the ossific 
nucleus surface model before treatment can be used as reference to register the ossific nucleus 
model after treatment. The transformation matrix of the after treatment ossific nuclei can then be 
applied to the after treatment anlagen. For comparisons between healthy foot and clubfoot shape 
changes that are not super-imposable, it would be important to first mirror the healthy foot model 
before applying the transformation and alignment.  
Method Validation  
While the anlagen itself differs in shape because of manipulation, the ossific nuclei was 
assumed to retain its shape and size. The method to compare dissimilar surface models was 
based on aligning the ossific nuclei assumed to be similar and present within the surface models 
of anlage. Evaluating the degree of similarity that these two ossific nuclei shared was therefore 
chosen to test the validity of this methodology (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11: Process block diagram illustrating the overall plan of action followed by details of the 
method validation.  
  There were two available methods of evaluating the degree of similarity-one based on 
surface features and the other based on principal axes. When checking for the degree of 
similarity between the ossific nuclei before and after manipulation, best fit alignment based on 
surface features was used. To check the similarity of normal to abnormal ossific nuclei, the 
alignment based on datum points generated from the principal axes was utilized. 
First, the imported surface models of ossific nuclei from the stressed state were registered 
using datum points (Figure 12) to the unstressed state. Then the procedure was repeated using 
best fit alignment. These two newly aligned ossific nuclei models were then compared to each 
other using best fit alignment. The offset between the two gave the error from using datum points 
for alignment. 
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Figure 12: Demonstration of the datum points alignment method. The ossific nuclei of unstressed 
(fixed), stressed (floating) aligned using three datum points (centroid marker and two offset points 
on the principal axes) resulting in the translation and rotation of the stressed model (aligned).  
Assumption for the criteria used to test the methodology was that if the two ossific nuclei 
are comparable and valid for being used as a point of reference, then the deviations between the 
aligned ossific nuclei should be strictly from manual segmentation errors. The segmentation 
error can be quantified from the volume ratios of the before and after manipulation ossific nuclei. 
The criteria for the segmentation to be counted valid was that the volume difference between the 
before and after treatment anlagen should be no greater than 25%.  For the comparison of 
alignment based on ossific nuclei from anlagen before and after treatment, the average deviation 
between the alignment obtained using surface features and datum points of the ossific nuclei had 
to be no greater than 0.5 mm. 
An alternate solution to comparing anlagen is to inspect the deviation of the long axes 
between the two models of interest. Itohora and group performed the analysis to compare the 
deviation of cartilage and ossific nucleus long axes in clubfoot and healthy sample [36]. 
However, this methodology would not support serial comparisons to decode positive and 
negative regions of change.  
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Method Implementation 
Based on the devised methodology, the shape changes that occur in the deformed and the 
normal specimen over time were characterized (Figure 13). Datum points were used for 
optimal alignment whereas for comparisons between specimens that are of from the same 
subject before and after manipulation, best fit alignment was used. 
 
               
            
Figure 13: Process block diagram illustrating the overall plan of action followed by details of the 
method implementation.  
The following protocol for making these comparisons was developed-generating datum 
points for alignment and executing shape change analysis based on the alignment. 
1. Using the Adams ‘View’ program, create two parts for anlagen and ossific nucleus 
respectively.  
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 Two arbitrary shapes must first be created and then the shell can be deleted, while 
the marker for it is retained. These markers can then be assigned to the anlagen 
and the ossific nucleus. 
2. Import the anlagen and ossific nucleus data of a particular bone into Adams View.  
 Import the specimen (STL/DXF format) and assign a part retained from the 
previous step to it. 
3. A reference view needed to be defined to ensure that the coordinates were congruent for 
registration and accurate translations. Record the principle axis alignment in reference to 
the tibia in the sagittal-medial plane by first creating three datum points on the ossific 
nucleus. 
 First datum point is the centroid marker. Create two additional markers by first 
choosing the plane perpendicular to the tibia. Translate the first marker with 
respect to an axis that defines the plane. Translate the second marker with respect 
to the second axis that defines the plane.  
 
Figure 14: Snapshot illustrating anlagen with its ossific nuclei and three datum points 
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4. Record the datum points into an excel spreadsheet 
 Retrieve the information generated for each marker and record the coordinates by 
accessing the information on it. 
5. Create the datum points on each of them  respectively 
 Open the Geomagic Qualify 10 program. Import the ossific nucleus of the two 
specimen of interest. Choose a specimen and then assign the datum point 
retrieved from the Adams View Program. Repeat the same procedure for the 
second specimen. 
6. Align the two ossific nuclei based on the datum points or features  ( Figure 14) 
 Set the first specimen as reference and the second as test. Then choose the 
alignment option and align the two specimens. If Best Fit Alignment is chosen, 
then based on the reference and test, choose to align the two bones. 
7. Save the transformation matrix 
8. Import the anlagen of the floating specimen of interest 
9. Apply the transformation and save it as a new file ( DXF format) 
10. Import the two specimen-one fixed and the other transformed anlagen into Geomagic 
Studio (v10) program. 
11. Perform a Boolean subtraction 
a. Intersect-gives the common conserved regions of anlagen 
b. Positive-gives the newly added region  
c. Negative-gives the region that was compressed 
12. Save the output from the Boolean subtraction and obtain the respective volumes and 
record it in Excel Spreadsheet for further analysis  
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RESULTS 
4.1 Composition Changes in Cartilage Anlagen 
 Tali samples varying in age were sectioned and processed to obtain IR spectral images. 
The initial samples did not have an ossific nucleus. As the size of the sample increased with age, 
so did the ossification center, which first appeared in the 30 week sample. In the following 
images of IR spectra, the x and y axes are the spatial coordinates and the z axis is the intensity or 
calculated intensity ratios.  
The collagen content image was created from the amide I absorbance band (1590-1720 
cm
-1
). Figure 15 shows the variation in the quantity of collagen throughout the sample over time. 
Initially the collagen levels were higher in the articulating surfaces of the anlagen compared to 
the middle and subchondral regions. But with the older samples, there was an increase in 
collagen in the interior regions. The highest concentration of collagen appeared to be around the 
growing ossific nuclei. The excessively increased collagen near the fringes of the sample was 
from the fragment of ligament that had increased collagen levels. 
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Figure 15: FT-IR image of collagen content (Amide I area) in the tali of varying age. Increased 
collagen was noted in the articulating surfaces compared to the middle and subchondral region in 
the earliest sample. Older samples with the developing ossific nuclei had increased collagen in the 
middle and lowest in the superficial zone. The red and blue on the color scale represents the highest 
and lowest values, respectively. 
 From the polarized image of the tali samples, the collagen fibril orientation was 
determined by the ratio of the integrated peak areas of Amide I and Amide II (Figure 16). Based 
on Bi and group’s work on the orientation of collagen in tendon, the image was scaled to 1-4 
correlating direction with the identified intensity changes in the Amide I/Amide II ratios (2005). 
The youngest sample had highest peak intensity throughout the region implying the same 
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directionality. However, the older samples generated a directional preference within the sample. 
Higher intensity (peak area ratio ≥2.7) was associated with collagen fibers parallel to articulating 
surface which started out throughout the region, but with the increase in age concluded in the 
articulating surfaces of the tali while the rest of the region showed random collagen orientation. 
Samle from the 34
th
 week showed similar orientation to that from the earlier weeks (25 & 30). 
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Figure 16: FT-IR image of collagen fibril orientation with respect to the articular surface (Amide 
I/Amide II area ratio, polarized image) in the tali of varying age. Parallel fibers (peak area ratio 
≥2.7), Random fibrils (peak area ratio between 2.7 and 1.7) and Perpendicular fibrils (peak area 
ratio ≤1.7). 
Also, in the 31
st
 week sample, the region surrounding the ossific nucleus showed a 
sudden change from parallel to perpendicular collagen fibers in the neck of the talus. Similarly, 
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in the last specimen, the region near the ossific nucleus had the lowest intensity marking the 
presence of perpendicular fibers. Overall, random distribution of collagen fibers throughout the 
sample was common in the tali of different ages. 
Based on studies that related cartilage degradation to the inverse of the 1338 cm
-1
 
absorbance band over Amide I band, the collagen integrity image was obtained for each of the 
tali samples (Figure 17).  
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Figure 17: FT-IR image of collagen integrity(1338/Amide II area) in the tali of varying age. The red 
and blue on the color scale represents the highest and lowest values, respectively. The collagen 
integrity increased with older samples. The distribution of collagen integrity was higher in the 
superficial layer. 
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As the samples progressed in age, there was an increase in collagen integrity. The 36 
week old sample showed the highest collagen integrity. Throughout the samples, the superficial 
zone consistently showed higher collagen integrity. 
Proteoglycan distribution in the tali samples was determined from the integrated area of 
PG sugar ring C-O absorbance normalized to Amide I (Figure 18).  
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Figure 18: FT-IR image of proteoglycan content(PG/Amide I) in the tali of varying age. The red 
and blue on the color scale represents the highest and lowest values, respectively. In the earlier 
samples, there was higher concentration of PG in the middle region and the PG content decreased 
with the increase in age.  
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The parameter associated with Proteoglycan content also varied spatially with the 
progression of age. Initially, there was increased PG content in the middle region, especially near 
the ossification center, compared to the articulating and superficial region. The intensity of PG 
content decreased as the samples increased in age. The ligament fragments showed lowest levels 
of proteoglycan. The next parameter of interest, collagen  crosslinking, was indicated by the 
intensity ratio of the absorbance at 1660 and 1690 cm
-1 
(Figure 19).  
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Figure 19: FT-IR image of collagen crosslinking(1660/1690 cm-1) in the tali of varying age. The red 
and blue on the color scale represents the highest and lowest values, respectively. The collagen 
crosslinking increased with older samples, but the samples from 31st and 36th weeks showed 
decreased crosslinking. The distribution of collagen integrity was highest in the superficial layer.  
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With the increase in age, the collagen crosslinking initially increased from the 20
th
 week 
sample to the 25
th
 week sample. In the following weeks however, the intensity from the 
absorbance band decreased in the sample from week 30 and 31 and increased again in the sample 
from week 34. Throughout the samples the superficial zone, especially the articulating surfaces, 
showed the highest intensity related to collagen crosslinking.  
In summary of the FTIR results, The IR spectra parameters associated with collagen and 
proteoglycan content, collagen maturity, integrity and orientation were inspected from the 
intensity peak or ratio of the documented absorbance bands. These parameters showed spatial 
and temporal variations in the tali samples. 
4.2 Volumetric Changes in Healthy and Clubfoot Cartilage Anlagen 
 From the three dimensional surface models generated from MRI segmentation, the 
volume of each anlage and its ossific nucleus, if present, were obtained for every week of 
treatment (Appendix A). The following table illustrates the setup for overall comparison of the 
healthy feet and clubfeet over the duration of treatment (Table 3). 
Feet Week Dependent Variable 
1 1 Healthy-First week (H1) 
2 Healthy-Last week (HL) 
2 1 Clubfoot-First week (C1) 
2 Clubfoot-Last week (CL) 
Table 3: Comparison setup-the healthy foot from the first and last week of treatment (H1, HL) to 
be compared to the respective weeks of clubfoot (C1, CL).   
The two main factors considered were condition (healthy, clubfoot) and treatment week 
(first, last). Over the course of treatment, both the anlagen and ossific nuclei showed growth in 
the two conditions- healthy and clubfoot. B2 was the oldest amongst the subjects and had the 
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larger volume for all the anlage and ossific nuclei. The younger subject, B3 showed a more 
remarkable difference between the clubfoot and healthy condition in the calcaneus anlagen but 
not the ossific nuclei. For calcaneus anlagen and ossific nucleus, the mean of the clubfoot 
volumes was smaller than the healthy foot for the first and last treatment point (Figures 20-21).  
 
Figure 20: Scatterplot showing the differences in first and last week of treatment volumes of 
healthy foot (H_first, H_last) compared to clubfoot (C_First, C_last) for calcaneus anlagen. The 
volume of calcaneus’ anlagen is larger in healthy foot compared to clubfoot in the first (H_First-
2969.12±820.34; C_First- 2305.86±749.36) and last treatment session (H_Last-3160.89±818.00; 
C_Last-2572.13±791.43). 
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Figure 21: Scatterplot showing the differences in first and last week of treatment volumes of 
healthy foot (H_first, H_last) compared to clubfoot (C_First, C_last) for calcaneus’ ossific nucleus. 
The volume of calcaneus’ ossific nuclei is larger in healthy foot compared to clubfoot in the first 
(H_First-821.23±360.14; C_First- 730.66±286.80) and last treatment session (H_Last-
964.36±311.38; C_Last-831.92±297.27). 
 For the talus anlagen and ossific nucleus, the mean of the clubfoot was also smaller 
than the healthy foot for the first and last week of treatment (Figures 22-230). There was a 
noticeable increase in the volumes of talus’ clubfoot anlage and ossific nuclei over the course of 
the treatment in subjects B1 and B5 (Figure 22). The ossific nuclei of the talus in these subjects 
compared to other subjects also showed a remarkable difference in the volumes of healthy 
compared to clubfoot condition (Figure 23).  
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Figure 22: Scatterplot showing the differences in first and last week of treatment volumes of 
healthy feet (H_first, H_last) compared to clubfeet (C_First, C_last) for talus’ anlage. The volume 
of talus’ anlage is larger in healthy foot compared to clubfoot in the first (H_First-2736.70±737.43; 
C_First- 1861.31±641.92) and last treatment session (H_Last-2792.27±643.13; C_Last-
2122.40±612.40). 
 
 
Figure 23: Scatterplot showing the differences in first and last week of treatment volumes of 
healthy foot (H_first, H_last) compared to clubfoot (C_First, C_last) for talus’ ossific nucleus. The 
volume of talus’ ossific nuclei is larger in healthy foot compared to clubfoot in the first (H_First- 
493.66±214.33; C_First- 214.33±126.44) and last treatment session (H_Last-507.96±237.06; C_Last-
344.19±152.25). 
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The mean of the cuboid anlagen and ossific nucleus for clubfoot condition was also 
smaller than the healthy foot for the first and last week of treatment (Figures 24-25). A more 
pronounced increase was noted in the volumes of cuboid’s anlage and ossific nuclei over the 
course of the treatment in subjects B5 and B6 (Figure 24). Reduction in volumes of the healthy 
cuboid’s anlagen for subject B3 and B5 were observed.  
 
 
Figure 24: Scatterplot showing the differences in first and last week of treatment volumes of 
healthy feet (H_first, H_last) compared to clubfeet (C_First, C_last) for cuboid’s anlage. The 
volume of cuboid’s anlage is larger in healthy foot compared to clubfoot in the first (H_First-
879.95±277.28; C_First- 643.10±207.30) and last treatment session (H_Last-867.06±251.48; C_Last-
749.42±237.94). 
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Figure 25: Scatterplot showing the differences in first and last week of treatment volumes of 
healthy feet (H_first, H_last) compared to clubfeet (C_First, C_last) for cuboid’s ossific nuclei. The 
volume of cuboid’s ossific nuclei is larger in healthy foot compared to clubfoot in the first (H_First-
93.61±93.31; C_First- 74.27± 51.70) and last treatment session (H_Last-132.59±76.32; C_Last-
97.80±55.68). 
  
Subject B1 and B4 did not have ossific nuclei during the first treatment session, but by 
the last treatment session, ossific nuclei’s volume was comparable to that of the healthy cuboid’s 
ossific nuclei (Figure 25).  The mean of the navicula anlage for clubfoot condition was smaller 
than the healthy counterpart for the first and last week of treatment (Figure 26). But the volumes 
were overall lower at the latter time point for both healthy and clubfoot compared to the initial 
time point (Figure 26). 
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Figure 26: Scatterplot showing the differences in first and last week of treatment volumes of 
healthy feet (H_first, H_last) compared to clubfeet (C_First, C_last) for navicula’s anlage. The 
volume is larger in healthy foot compared to clubfoot in the first (H_First-538.01±157.90; C_First- 
457.37± 227.57) and last treatment session (H_Last-496.24±160.41; C_Last-367.93±132.42). 
 
Since the variations between the subjects in the dataset were significant, the effect of the 
treatment on individual cases was estimated. The ratio of the volumes of the clubfoot to healthy 
foot from the first and last week (VC/VH) was calculated. Other parameters included the ratio of 
first week to last week for both healthy and clubfoot from every week of treatment (VL/VF) and 
the rate of ossification (VON/VT).  
These ratios were tabulated for the anlagen of four tarsal bones (calcaneus, talus, cuboid, 
and navicula). The same ratios were tabulated for the ossific nuclei of calcaneus, talus and 
cuboid. The navicular bone did not develop an ossific nucleus while under treatment. The 
datasets for volumetric analysis included six samples- B1, B2, B3, B4, B5 and B6. 
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Ossific Nuclei    VC/VH B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 
CALCANEUS 
First Week 0.80 0.82 0.98 0.79 1.03 1.01 
Last Week 0.93 0.86 0.95 0.86 0.97 0.60 
TALUS 
First Week 0.40 0.48 0.53 0.28 0.38 0.39 
Last Week 0.96 0.52 0.59 0.42 1.65 0.43 
CUBOID 
First Week 0.00 0.49 0.58 0.00 0.09 1.18 
Last Week 0.56 0.66 0.69 0.81 1.49 0.53 
Table 4: Abnormal to Normal ossific nuclei ratio for the six cases of unilateral clubfoot. Ratio= VC/ 
VH where VC = clubfoot volume and VH = healthy volume, were calculated for the three ON-
calcaneus, talus and cuboid. 
Ossific Nuclei    VL/ VF B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 
CALCANEUS 
Healthy 1.45 1.06 1.07 0.98 1.18 1.42 
Clubfoot 1.69 1.12 1.03 1.07 1.11 1.39 
TALUS 
Healthy 1.57 1.03 1.07 1.08 0.51 1.11 
Clubfoot 3.80 1.11 1.19 1.57 2.21 1.23 
CUBOID 
Healthy 13.43 1.03 1.44 18.49 17.93 1.53 
Clubfoot * 1.37 1.70 * 15.26 0.68 
Table 5: Abnormal and normal weekly ratio of the ossific nuclei for the six cases of unilateral 
clubfoot. Ratio= VL/ VF where VL = last week of treatment volume, VF = first week of treatment 
volume, were calculated for the three ON-calcaneus, talus and cuboid.  *= no ossific nuclei formed 
The method for volume analysis reported by Brand and group was followed to obtain the 
ratios. Subject B6 with the metatarsal adductus on the normal foot had a higher VC/VH ratio in 
the first week compared to last week of treatment for the ossific nuclei of the calcaneus and 
cuboid’s, but not talus’ ossific nucleus. Similarly it had higher VL/ VF ratio in healthy compared 
to clubfoot for only the calcaneus and cuboid ossific nuclei. For the ossific nucleus of the talus, 
both the ratios were higher for the clubfoot compared to healthy foot.  
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For the rest of the cases, the volume of clubfoot to normal foot (VC/VH) was higher in the 
last week, when compared to the first week in three out of five cases in the calcaneus, five out of 
five cases in talus and cuboid (Table 4). When the last week to first week ratios were determined 
in healthy and clubfoot ossific nuclei (VL/VF), the clubfoot samples showed increased growth in 
three out of five cases for calcaneus, all five cases for talus, and two out of three cases for cuboid 
(Table 5). . Navicula that had not developed ossific nuclei in the abnormal foot was omitted from 
the comparisons and statistical analysis.  
The same method was repeated for the anlagen volumetric analysis. Included in the 
analysis were the volumes of calcaneus, talus, cuboid and navicula anlage.  The anlagen volume 
was defined by the total volume and without the subtraction of the volume occupied by the 
ossific nucleus situated inside the anlagen. 
Anlagen   VC/VH B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 
CALCANEUS 
First Week 0.79 0.82 0.54 0.75 0.92 0.85 
Last Week 0.81 0.83 0.61 0.82 1.04 0.76 
TALUS 
First Week 0.72 0.78 0.72 0.53 0.56 0.75 
Last Week 0.85 0.69 0.74 0.56 1.21 0.60 
CUBOID 
First Week 0.89 0.76 0.72 0.67 0.56 0.86 
Last Week 0.80 0.81 0.86 0.71 1.13 0.87 
NAVICULA 
First Week 0.73 1.03 0.66 0.44 0.78 1.54 
Last Week 0.56 0.79 0.66 0.52 1.48 0.70 
Table 6: Abnormal to Normal anlagen ratio for the six cases of unilateral clubfoot. Ratio= VC/ VH 
where VH = healthy volume, VC = clubfoot volume, were calculated for the four tarsal anlagen-
calcaneus, talus, cuboid and navicular.   
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Anlagen VL/ VF B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 
CALCANEUS 
Healthy 1.16 1.06 0.91 1.04 1.03 1.26 
Clubfoot 1.18 1.06 1.03 1.15 1.16 1.12 
TALUS 
Healthy 1.35 1.04 0.97 1.16 0.69 1.09 
Clubfoot 1.58 0.92 0.99 1.22 1.51 0.88 
CUBOID 
Healthy 1.19 0.97 0.64 0.94 1.31 1.53 
Clubfoot 1.08 1.03 0.78 1.00 1.81 1.54 
NAVICULA 
Healthy 1.28 0.96 0.84 0.88 1.11 1.21 
Clubfoot 0.99 0.74 0.85 1.04 1.02 0.55 
Table 7:  Abnormal and Normal anlagen ratio for the five cases of unilateral clubfoot. Ratio= VL/ 
VF where VL = last week of treatment volume, VF = first week of treatment volume, were 
calculated for the four tarsal anlagen-calcaneus, talus, cuboid and navicular.   
Volume of clubfoot to normal foot (VC/ VH) was higher or the same in the last week, 
when compared to the first week in five out of five cases in the calcaneus, four out of five cases 
in talus and cuboid and three out of the five cases in navicular anlagen (Table 6).  
When the last week to first week ratio was determined in healthy and clubfoot anlagen 
(VL/ VF), the clubfoot samples showed increased or similar growth in five out of five cases for 
calcaneus, four out of six for talus and cuboid, and three out of five cases for navicular anlagen 
(Table 7).  
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Another parameter of interest was the rate of ossification of the clubfoot anlagen 
compared to healthy anlagen. The volume of the ossific nuclei was divided by the total volume 
to obtain the rate of ossification for the first and last week (Table 8).   
 
Rate of Ossification B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 
VON/ V Total H C H C H C H C H C H C 
CALCANEUS First Week 0.23 0.21 0.33 0.33 0.31 0.44 0.22 0.23 0.22 - 0.19 0.28 
Last Week 0.25 0.25 0.33 0.34 0.37 0.57 0.21 0.22 0.27 0.26 0.30 0.35 
TALUS First Week 0.17 0.08 0.22 0.14 0.21 0.15 0.11 0.06 0.06 - 0.19 0.10 
Last Week 0.14 0.11 0.22 0.17 0.23 0.19 0.10 0.08 0.11 0.14 0.12 0.14 
CUBOID First Week 0.01 0.00 0.19 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.01 - 0.15 0.21 
Last Week 0.06 0.03 0.20 0.17 0.24 0.19 0.05 0.05 0.12 0.15 0.17 0.03 
Table 8:  Abnormal (C) and Normal (H) rate of ossification for the six cases of unilateral clubfoot. 
Ratio= VON/ VTotal where VON = ossific nuclei volume, VTotal = total volume, were calculated 
for the calcaneus, talus, and cuboid. 
 
Percent ossification was higher in the last week of treatment compared to first week in 
mostly all cases irrespective of the anlagen. Analysis of variance was performed on the dataset 
for each anlagen with two factors (condition and treatment week) illustrated previously in table 
3. 
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Figure 27: Plot showing the differences between healthy and clubfoot calcaneus and talus percent 
ossification. Clubfoot had a higher percent ossification in calcaneus throughout the treatment 
period. Talus percent ossification increases more rapidly in the clubfoot in the last compared to 
first treatment session.   
The percent ossification was higher in the clubfoot for calcaneus throughout the treatment 
period (Figure 27). On the contrary, the healthy foot had a higher percent of ossification in talus. 
The difference between the percent ossifications in the healthy and clubfoot talus was mitigated 
by the end of treatment. The interaction between the two factors, condition and treatment week, 
was significant for talus percent ossification (p≤0.05, two-way ANOVA for paired samples).  
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4.3 Shape Changes in Healthy and Clubfoot Anlagen 
Validate the methodology- First, the imported surface models of ossific nuclei from the stressed 
state were registered using datum points (Figure 28 to the unstressed state. Then the procedure 
was repeated using best fit alignment. These two newly aligned ossific nuclei models were then 
compared to each other using best fit alignment. The offset between the two gave the error from 
using datum points for alignment. 
Figure 28: Demonstration of the datum points alignment method. The ossific nuclei of unstressed 
(fixed), stressed (floating) aligned using three datum points (centroid marker and two offset points 
on the principal axes) resulting in the translation and rotation of the stressed model (aligned).  
The values of average error between using datum points and best fit alignment were 
calculated for the four weeks of treatment (Table 9). Average error showed the average deviation 
of all the points that define the models being compared. Also documented are the values of 
maximum length difference between the two models, which indicated the greatest distance the 
points defining the floating object moved to align to the fixed model (model max length). The 
smaller the value, the more accurate was the alignment. Sample size was set to 1500, which was 
the number of points on the surface being compared and moved. All the models passed the limit 
set to validate the methodology. The B4 models showed better alignment compared to B2 
surface models. But all the models used to deduct shape changes caused by the treatment passed 
the set criteria.   
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 Week 
Avg. Error 
(mm) 
Model Max Length 
(mm) 
Baby B2 
Calcaneus 
1 .000003 17.514325 
2 .000003 18.325412 
3 .000002 18.806285 
4 .000002 17.617994 
Baby B2 
Talus 
1 .000002 10.916476 
2 .192136 12.313855 
3 .000002 12.126142 
4 .000002 11.828034 
Baby B4 
Calcaneus 
1 .000001 11.228048 
2 .000001 12.225689 
3 .000001 12.460906 
4 .000001 12.361056 
Baby B4 
Talus 
1 .000001 5.929838 
2 .000001 7.258238 
3 .000001 7.259754 
4 .000001 6.883514 
Table 9: The difference between the two alignments, datum points vs. best fit. 
Treatment effect on shape-The immediate shape changes were first identified for each week of 
treatment by aligning the ossific nuclei (best fit method) of the before and after treated clubfoot. 
The differences between the stressed and unstressed models from every week were determined 
using the unstressed model as fixed and the stressed model as floating. The two surface models 
were dissected for common, positive and negative regions. The volumes of these regions were 
then calculated. The immediate shape changes were studied using the calcaneus and talar models 
of five subjects. Subject B1 was excluded from the immediate shape change analysis because of 
improper alignment of the two models. 
Also, aligning the abnormal (unstressed) to normal ossific nuclei based on the datum 
points, the transformation was applied to the unstressed anlagen for each week of treatment to 
determine the changes between the healthy and deformed foot for every week of treatment.  
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Figure 29: Immediate shape changes in the calcaneus of the five subjects for their respective weeks 
of treatment. Each treatment session showed similar shape changes of at least 10% in calcaneus.  
 
 
Figure 30: Immediate shape changes in the talus of the five subjects for their respective weeks of 
treatment. Each treatment session showed similar shape changes with the first two weeks showing 
the biggest change except for Subject B6.  
The immediate shape changes in calcaneus and talus were not dependent on the week of 
treatment. For every week of treatment, there was about 25% change in the shape in calcaneus 
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(Figure 29) and 15% change in the shape of the talus (Figure 30). Subject B6 showed increased 
changes with the progression of treatment, but the same pattern was not evident in the other 
subjects. 
 
Figure 31: The percent shape change over a treatment session in two subjects, B2 and B4 in the 
normal and abnormal calcaneus. The change is higher after the first treatment period compared to 
other treatment sessions in calcaneus.  
The changes in the shapes of the normal and abnormal tarsal anlagen over a treatment period 
were calculated for the calcaneus and talus in two subjects- B2 and B4 for the duration of the 
treatment period.  While in the normal feet, talus and calcaneus showed increased change in 
volume over time, the abnormal calcaneus showed the largest change after the first treatment 
period (Figure 31). The positive region was defined as the region that is present in the latter week 
of anlagen, but not in the anlagen from former week of comparison. Negative region was the 
counterpart of it and the region of intersection is the common region between the two anlagen.  
Each percent of change was normalized to the earlier week of treatment. 
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In Subject B2, the first treatment showed the maximum change and the rest of the 
treatment showed similar change to normal calcaneus. In B4, the abnormal calcaneus showed 
increased change in the first two treatment sessions compared to normal calcaneus, which 
showed highest change in the third treatment period. The MRI images from the 4
th
 treatment 
session for the normal foot were missing and hence not included in the analysis.  
In the talus, similar trend was noted. First treatment session showed maximum change in 
both B2 and B4. In Subject B2, the change was higher in abnormal in treatment period 1 and 2, 
followed by similar change in the remaining weeks whereas in B4, the change in talus was 
higher compared to normal talus throughout the treatment. B4 attained the highest change (62%) 
in abnormal talus after the first treatment period (Figure 32). 
 
Figure 32: The percent week to week changes in two subjects, B2 and B4 in the normal and 
abnormal talus. The change is higher from the first treatment week compared to other weeks in 
talus. 
 The next goal was to determine the differences in the shape of normal and abnormal 
calcaneus and talus for each treatment session. The positive region was defined as the region that 
is present in the normal anlagen, but not in the abnormal anlagen. Negative region was the 
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counterpart of it and the region of intersection is the common region between the two anlagen.  
Each percent of change was normalized to normal anlagen volume. 
 
Figure 33: The percent shape difference in two subjects, B2 and B4 between the normal and 
abnormal calcaneus. In B2 and B4, the difference is the maximum in the first treatment session 
compared to other treatment sessions in calcaneus. Greater contribution is from the positive 
component in the changes. 
 
 
Figure 34: The percent shape difference in two subjects, B2 and B4 between the normal and 
abnormal talus. The difference is the maximum in the first week of treatment compared to other 
weeks in talus. Greater contribution is from the positive component in B4. 
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For all comparisons involving the abnormal foot, the model generated from the 
unstressed position were used to avoid immediate shape changes. The largest difference between 
the normal and abnormal calcaneus anlagen was in the first week of treatment for both B2 and 
B4 with the higher positive component in each of these changes (Figure 34). The maximum 
difference in both B2 and B4 was comparable, 43 and 46 % respectively. Similarly, the largest 
difference is from the first treatment in talus and the contribution is from the positive component 
in B4. The difference between negative and positive regions in Subject B2 was minimal. The 
maximum difference in B4 is 56% and in B2 was 49%. The trend continues with the following 
treatment sessions resulting in comparable differences between the two subjects (45 and 48% in 
B3; 42 and 43% in B2).  
 The response of healthy tissue to casting was also investigated by subjecting the healthy 
foot to casting similar to the clubfoot in the second week of treatment (Figure 35). The ossific 
nuclei were used as the reference to align the anlagen before and after casting.  
 
Figure 35: The immediate shape changes induced in healthy and deformed calcaneus and talus of 
samples B5 and B6. Both the samples show similar changes in response to casting.  
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The younger sample B5 showed greater percent of change for the healthy anlagen to the 
casting treatment. However, the results were not statistically significant for the response of 
healthy and clubfoot anlagen (talus and calcaneus) to casting and manipulation.  
To have a qualitative look at the shape changes of the anlagen over the course of 
treatment, the aligned renditions of B2 and B4 were compared (Figure 36 and 37). The alignment 
for each week combined with the progression of shape changes can be appreciated.  
 
Figure 36: 3D rendition of the abnormal and normal calcaneus aligned with respect to their ossific 
nuclei. Anteroposterior and lateral view of the calcaneus from sample B3 (A, B) and B2 (C, D) 
showing the growth and shape changes for every week.  
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Figure 37: 3D rendition of the abnormal and normal talus aligned with respect to their ossific 
nuclei. Anteroposterior and lateral view of the talus from sample B4 (A, B) and B2 (C, D) showing 
the growth and shape changes for every week.  
Anteroposterior view showed the changing convexity of the talar dome and calcaneus 
head. Lateral view highlighted the changes in length of the two deformed anlagen in comparison 
to healthy anlagen. The complete view of the normal and deformed feet before the initiation and 
after the final treatment showed the overall growth of both anlagen and ossific nuclei of each 
tarsal component as well as the cumulative shape changes induced by the treatment (Appendix).  
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DISCUSSION 
The focus of this study was growth and adaptation of fetal anlagen undergoing the 
developmental process. The two main areas of focus were compositional changes that 
accompany volumetric growth and shape changes in response to manipulation.  
The first aim was accomplished using the FTIR technology, a powerful tool in the early 
detection of the microscopic changes underlying debilitating diseases such as osteoarthritis. 
Previously this technology has been used to evaluate differences in normal and osteoporotic 
human bone and to assess turkey tendons, mineralizing chick limb bud cell cultures and bovine 
articular cartilage[33]. A similar approach was taken in this work to study the normal growth and 
development of anlagen and ossific nucleus and then inspect the shape changes in the tissue in a 
diseased condition undergoing treatment and manipulation. 
Bone and articular cartilage have been extensively studied for variations with age and 
with progression of disease using the FTIR spectroscopy. The completion of such work has 
yielded information about the variation of different properties of the composite material of bone 
with age (Table 10). Studies done on osteoporosis have further inspected how these parameters 
change in diseased condition.  
 
Table 10: FTIR parameters, definitions and correlations with age for bone and cartilage studies. 
Reproduced from [30]. 
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While crystallinity was a parameter that increased with the progression of tissue age and 
osteoporosis in bone, the mineral to matrix ratio was found to increase with age and decrease 
with osteoporosis. These studies helped identify crystallinity and mineral matrix content as 
markers of bone quality and changes in these parameters can serve as potential cues for the onset 
of osteoporosis.  
While FTIR studies have also correlated the functional characteristics of articular 
cartilage with the composition, the same had not been done for cartilaginous anlagen. The 
structure of anlagen is also cartilaginous but the function is to provide a template for ossification 
and growth. The eventual goal of this study was to gain an insight of how cartilage changes its 
composition in development to adapt to its function. 
Variations in the collagen and proteoglycan content were the main parameters evaluated 
in the anlagen. FT-IR studies on tissue engineered cartilage have correlated increased collagen 
with mechanical strength [30]. Proteoglycan is primarily responsible for compressive stiffness of 
cartilage whereas the collagen network distributes the compressive and tensile force [37]. The 
interstitial fluid dictates the stress-relaxation and viscoelastic behavior of cartilage. Also, 
differences in cartilage composition have been correlated to functional changes leading to the 
degenerative disease of osteoarthritis.  Osteoarthritis is marked by proteoglycan loss, degradation 
of collagen network and increased fluid content [38]. Therefore, compositional changes in the 
collagen and proteoglycan levels of cartilage as well as collagen orientation can lead to cartilage 
degradation.  These changes have been noted with the progression of age as well as disease and 
served as important parameters in this study. 
The current study employed FTIR to monitor the developmental changes in the tarsal 
cartilage anlagen of talus over a period of months. Similar to the characterization of the spatial 
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and temporal distribution of components of bone and articular cartilage [30], the cartilaginous 
anlagen has been characterized in this study. The dynamics of the distribution of specific 
molecular species was correlated with the varying mechanical properties displayed by the tissue.  
FTIR Analysis of the Compositional Changes  
In this study, the absorbance bands associated with each component were based on IR 
analyses of model compounds and calculated parameters were derived from validated analyses of 
bone and collagen based minerals. There was a progression of compositional changes observed 
in this study that was in accordance with endochondral ossification process. These changes 
included variations in collagen and proteoglycan levels.  
The endochondral ossification process sustains a series of activities in the anlagen [39]. 
In the superficial region are the resting chondrocytes followed by cell division in the next level to 
matured chondrocytes actively producing matrix components in the deeper region. FTIR images 
showed a similar progression of activities.  The youngest samples that had not developed an 
ossific nucleus showed higher levels of collagen in the articulating superficial regions. However 
with the older samples, there was a higher synthesis of collagen in the deeper regions of the 
anlagen compared to the superficial region and younger samples.  With the appearance of the 
ossific nucleus in the neck region of the 25 week old talus, there was increased synthesis of 
collagen in the deeper region compared to the superficial area (Figure 1). In the following weeks, 
the highest amount of collagen was found around the growing ossific nuclei. This was in 
agreement with the collagen’s mediator role in primary bone mineralization [40].  
The results of the study showed an increase in overall collagen content over time. 
However as the anlagen developed, the chondrocytes in the superficial region remained in resting 
phase with minimal collagen synthesis. The deeper region progressed to proliferation stage 
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where the cells actively divided and advanced to the mature chondrocytes region synthesizing 
collagen. 
One of the limitations of this study was the inability to differentiate between the collagen 
types. Hypertrophied chondrocytes synthesize mainly collagen X [41]. One of the advancements 
needed in FTIR is therefore the ability to differentiate between the different types of collagen. 
With that knowledge, further insights into the activity and interaction of different types of 
collagen can be drawn.  
Orientation of collagen fibrils are crucial to the functioning of the tissue. Studies done on 
osteoarthritis have correlated variations in the collagen fibril orientation with disease [33]. In this 
study, the orientation of collagen fibrils stayed constant throughout the region of anlagen until 
the formation of an ossific nucleus. Thereafter, the collagen fibrils closest to the anlagen had 
random orientation. This change in orientation might be to facilitate the transformation from 
chondrocytes to osteoid cells. This study also showed that the integrity of collagen increased 
with age. This is consistent with the results of collagen integrity inspected over a larger time 
span[42]. The highest level of integrity was constantly present in the superficial zone. This was 
in agreement with the endochondral ossification scheme housing the earliest synthesized 
collagen in the superficial region compared to the newly synthesized collagen within the anlagen.  
The proteoglycan content decreased from younger to older samples in this study. Bone 
has lower content of proteoglycan compared to cartilage [30]. Therefore, the decrease in the 
proteoglycan was aligned with the transformation process of the cartilage anlagen to mineralized 
bone. Higher levels of proteoglycan were found near the ossific nucleus compared to the rest of 
the anlagen. Based on endochondral ossification model in non-immobilized rats, there was a high 
concentration of proteoglycan before mineralization [39]. However a decrease in proteoglycan 
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and its inhibiting effect was necessary to proceed with mineralization. The spatial and temporal 
changes in proteoglycan found in this study agree with the results of the endochondral 
ossification model.  In weeks 34 and 36, articular surfaces that retain the cartilaginous regions 
showed signs of higher proteoglycan with respect to the rest of anlagen.   
Another important parameter was the collagen crosslinking. The structure of collagen 
consists of tropocollagen triple helices and crosslinking is present between and within the triple 
helices [41]. Pentosidine, a glycation end product, is the predominant cross-link present in 
organic bone [42]. The other crosslinks resulting from post-translational modifications are 
lysylpyridinoline (LP) and hydroxylsylpyridinoline (HP). There has been a reported increase in 
HP in rat mandibles, HP increase in 7 week old chickens compared to 72 week old, decrease in 
LP in human and no age related changes in HP and LP [40].  Therefore monitoring the changes 
at multiple time points was important to provide more insight into these conflicting results.  
FTIR spectroscopy analyzes the crosslink maturity based on the ratio of mature 
PYD/immature deh-DHLNL [35]. Because FTIR analysis cannot determine the actual amount of 
each type of crosslink, it was difficult to correlate the variation to differences in PYD or deh-
DHLNL links. In this study, the crosslinking initially increased up until week 25, then decreased. 
This observation was in parallel to the increase in proteoglycan and decrease thereafter. The 
crosslinking intensity increased again in week 34.  
High turnover rate is an indication of a state of more immature crosslinks. Correlation 
between high bone remodeling rate and decrease in the number of HP and LP cross-links have 
been reported based on age related changes in porcine mandibular condoyle [40]. Therefore the 
changes in the crosslink maturity observed in this FTIR study indicated a high turnover rate and 
constant remodeling to assist with the endochondral ossification. The increased synthesis of 
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collagen, noted in the FTIR imaging of Amide I band, must have maintained the collagen 
crosslinking variable throughout the samples. With the changes in the type of collagen 
synthesized, anlagen seem to provide ground for constant construction of new crosslinks.  
Also the FTIR results of consistently higher crosslink intensity in the articular region was 
consistent with the higher amount of crosslinking reported in articular cartilage than bone, 
increasing up until 10-15 years [43]. The anlagen transferring from the cartilage to bone phase is 
designed for a functional transformation from compression and articulation to strength. With the 
changes in the matrix composition of increasing collagen content and decreasing proteoglycan 
content, the crosslinking varied accordingly to form new links.  
FTIR has been a practical and extremely useful experimental tool for studying the disease 
states of various tissues.  For example the knowledge and understanding gained by researchers 
about osteoporosis and osteoarthritis have been well documented. FTIR have been previously 
used to study the differences in cartilage composition between healthy and diseased condition 
and presented as a potential tool in the early detection of chondral degeneration [34]. The same 
technology has been employed in this study to monitor the developmental changes in tarsal 
anlagen over time to accommodate for the transformation from a cartilaginous structure to a 
mineralized composite structure of bone.   
Volumetric Changes in Healthy and Clubfoot Cartilage Anlagen 
While FTIR analysis captured the microscopic changes of the anlagen, another study was 
conducted on the changes of anlagen subjected to casting and manipulation to shed light on 
macroscopic changes of the cartilaginous tissue. The development of the rigid skeletal system 
from a cartilaginous template responds to both static and dynamic loading. Quantifying the 
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volumetric growth and shape changes throughout the treatment period was believed to provide 
better understanding of the treatment.  
The results presented in this study give a qualitative look on the effect of Ponseti 
treatment on clubfoot. The dataset used for this study had subjects of different ages, gender and 
severity of clubfoot. It was therefore crucial to determine if the differences between the subjects 
were significant and a case by case study suited better for better understanding of the changes in 
anlagen while it underwent the Ponseti casting treatment. The variations were significant and 
therefore cumulative averages were of minimal value. Instead case by case analysis allowed the 
study of how the variations between the subjects might have contributed to the treatment results.  
The differences between the clubfoot and healthy foot were significant before treatment 
with the clubfoot was observed to be deformed and smaller in volume. Previous studies have 
given in depth review of how the clubfoot anlagen varied compared to normal [13]. The two 
main tarsal components whose shape and volume have been reported to be drastically different 
for clubfoot were calcaneus and talus [36, 44]. However, there were minimal reports on the 
efficacy of the Ponseti treatment in affecting the volume and shape of the anlagen [25].  
Brand and group’s work on the volumetric changes induced by treatment was extended to 
multiple samples to see if similar trend continued to exist with a larger sample set [25]. One of 
the parameters of interest was the ratio of healthy to clubfoot for the first week and for the last 
week of manipulation. This ratio indicated the initial and final volumetric differences between 
the healthy and deformed foot.  
The cartilage anlage was smaller in the clubfoot compared to the normal foot over the 
course of treatment. However, the ratio of the volumes of clubfoot to normal foot was higher in 
the last week compared to first week indicating that the greater difference initially between the 
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two cases were reduced by the manipulation and casting. Therefore the work of the manipulation 
and casting was not limited to changing the deformed shapes or realigning the tarsal components 
for a normal fit, but also to stimulate the growth of the deformed anlagen to attain the normal 
foot’s volume.  
The contribution from the casting and manipulation towards growth was further made 
evident when the ratio of the first week to last week volumes of the healthy and clubfoot was 
compared. To mitigate the volumetric differences, the rate of growth was higher for the clubfoot. 
The same pattern was evident in both the ossified nucleus and the anlagen and is thus in 
agreement with Brand’s results based on one sample.  
Another important finding of this thesis work was the significant interaction effect found 
for the percent ossification of the talus in clubfoot compared to normal foot over the course of 
treatment. Percent ossification was defined in this study as the ratio of the volume of the ossific 
nucleus to the total volume of anlagen. For the talus, the percent ossification was higher for 
clubfoot compared to normal over the course of treatment period. The manipulation and casting 
contributed to an increased growth of the ossific nucleus compared to anlagen .This effect was 
not significant in other tarsal bones. This result is in agreement with the conclusion of Brand and 
group that talus grew fastest among the four tarsal anlagen even though it started out the most 
deformed [25]. 
There was a considerable contribution of error from manual segmentation and small 
sample size. For manual segmentation, it was difficult to accurately distinguish between the 
different bones composed of cartilage. For instance, there should have been no volumetric 
differences between the anlagen before and immediately after the manipulation. However, the 
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volume differences obtained between the two 3D renditions of before and after manipulation 
give an estimate of the substantial segmentation errors.  
When the 3D renditions of each case were studied, the change in the volumes of anlagen 
and ossific nucleus can be appreciated. The cuboid anlagen for multiple clubfoot samples did not 
have an ossific nucleus at the beginning of treatment while the normal counterpart did. Also the 
talus and calcaneus were smaller in size than the normal anlagen. However, by the end of 
treatment, the clubfoot tarsal anlagen showed growth and lesser difference in size compared to 
normal foot.  
Shape Changes in Healthy and Clubfoot Anlagen 
Using the Ponseti treatment of clubfoot, Brand and group had claimed that rapid changes 
in the anlagen itself occurs as a result of the manipulation[25]. This was contrary to the earlier 
understanding of the manipulation that believed to work by stretching the contracted ligaments 
and tendons that then allow remodeling of the tarsal anlagen [1, 45]. The hypothesis of 
immediate shape changes as well as the overall shape changes in clubfoot were tested in this 
thesis work by analysis of the three dimensional renditions of the MRI images of the clubfoot 
and healthy foot.  
The proposed algorithm for comparison of the differently shaped clubfoot and healthy 
foot involved using the ossific nucleus as the registration basis. To validate this algorithm that 
was based on the theory that ossific nucleus itself does not undergo immediate shape changes, 
the ossific nucleus of clubfoot before and after treatment was compared using the best fit 
alignment. All the three dimensional models passed this criterion. To compare the degree of 
shape changes over each a treatment session in clubfoot and healthy foot, the ossific nucleus was 
aligned based on three datum points. To validate this algorithm, the differences between the 
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ossific nuclei aligned on the basis of the datum points were compared to that of the best fit 
alignment. Both subject B2 and B4 passed this test. The sources of error in this comparison 
algorithm were from the subjectivity in manual segmentation with respect to identifying the 
boundaries of the anlagen and ossific nucleus. Another source of error came from the assumption 
that the growth of the ossific nucleus over each treatment session was symmetrical and will not 
influence the three datum point method- centroid and two datum points based on centroid. For 
direct alignment and comparisons of the clubfoot and normal foot, the eccentrically positioned 
ossific nucleus can introduce error and give a larger degree of percent shape in the comparisons. 
For example in talus, the ossific nucleus of the clubfoot was found to be placed in a more lateral 
and anterior position than the normal talus [32].  
Immediate shape changes were identified in every subject for every treatment session. 
Subject B2 was the oldest of the subjects but showed at least 20% shape change for every 
treatment session in calcaneus and at least 25% of shape changes in talus. This percent change of 
the calcaneus was comparable to the calcaneus of the youngest subject B3 and that of the talus 
was higher to the talus of subject B3. The immediate shape changes were thus not dependent on 
age up until 87 days as observed in this particular dataset. 
 Also the duration of casting did not seem to influence the degree of immediate shape 
changes produced in the following treatment session. No one treatment session showed highest 
percent change given the differences in the treatment duration and severity of clubfoot in the 
dataset. The percent shape changes were more pronounced for calcaneus anlagen than talus. 
Subject B6 showed a delayed but higher percent change by the third treatment session as 
compared to the earlier sessions where swelling had required removal and recasting of the 
clubfoot.  
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The theory of immediate shape changes in the anlagen itself was observed in all the 
subjects. The implication of this observation is the need for accurately applying the manipulation 
and casting. Also the results presented in this thesis work supports shorter durations for each 
casting since there were no differences seen to result in the degree of immediate shape changes 
from casting between 3 to 7 days.  
The other comparisons made using the ossific nucleus as the basis of alignment were the 
percent shape changes in the healthy and clubfoot of two subjects, B2 and B4 for every treatment 
session. This procedure was done for both calcaneus and talus anlagen. Compared to the shape 
changes that resulted in the normal foot, the calcaneus in the abnormal foot showed a significant 
higher percent of change as the result of the first treatment session for both subjects. Similar 
trend was seen in talus of the two subjects with a more pronounced difference in subject B4.  
When the shape changes were obtained by directly comparing the clubfoot and normal 
using the ossific nucleus of the two as the registration basis, the largest difference was seen in the 
first treatment session. This comparison reinforced the effect of Ponseti treatment in mitigating 
the differences in the shapes of anlagen itself. By the end of treatment, there was less difference 
between the two anlagen-normal and clubfoot. Also, in subject B4, the larger share of the 
difference was seen from the positive component of change. This implied that the differences 
that were consistently present between the two foot had a contribution from the smaller volume 
of the clubfoot compared to healthy foot. 
Another comparison that was made was the response of healthy anlagen to casting in 
subject B5 and B6. Subject B5 showed more pliable healthy anlagen compared to clubfoot in 
talus and calcaneus. The healthy anlagen of subject B6 which had metatarsal adductus showed 
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comparable shape change in calcaneus and less percent shape change compared to clubfoot in 
talus. 
 Based on the 3D rendition of the MRI images, the B2 sample showed a severe case of 
clubfoot with the clubfoot bones deformed and considerably smaller in size. The talus dome was 
wedged compared to the spherical shape of the normal counterpart and the talar neck appeared 
shortened in clubfoot and medially displaced. Shape changes were analyzed by quantifying the 
weekly changes in both abnormal and normal anlagen. The normal anlagen show a steady 
growth rate increase. However, the weekly changes of the abnormal anlagen of calcaneus were 
higher compared to normal anlagen.  It grew at a higher rate compared to normal, appreciably 
after the first week of casting. Both B2 and B3 showed the trend of the abnormal anlagen 
showing comparable, if not a higher growth rate. The serial casting proved to speed up the 
growth and initiated shape changes to attain the functioning of a normal foot.   
Based on the volume analysis by Brand and group, the clubfoot increased in volume at a 
faster rate than healthy foot and talus exhibited the largest growth in both feet [25]. Immediately 
after casting, anlagen changes shape. This was evident from the immediate shape changes 
analysis that quantified the total shape change for every treatment session.  When the cast is 
removed, the anlagen did not return to its initial shape because during the period of casting, the 
anlagen reorganized its internal structure by remodeling of the matrix constituents to take on the 
new shape.  
Volumetric study showed the cumulative effect of treatment and growth during the period 
of growth. The shape change analysis explored the differences and found that the greatest 
difference existed in the first week between the normal and abnormal anlagen. With the progress 
of the treatment, the differences between the two were mitigated. However after the completion 
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of the Ponseti casting, the differences in the shapes of the deformed compared to normal were 
still not completely resolved. These results were in agreement with the retrospective study done 
by Ponseti on the treated clubfoot [24]. He had found moderate degrees of diminished convexity 
of the talar dome; a wedge shaped and flattened navicula, smaller talus head, larger sinus tarsi 
and less defined facets.  
To investigate if there was a difference between the effects of manipulation on healthy 
compared to clubfoot bone, the healthy tarsal bones for two cases underwent simulated stressed 
casting in week. Immediate shape changes were analyzed and no statistically significant 
differences were found between healthy and clubfoot anlagen.   
From the FTIR study, the changes in the matrix components have been characterized. 
The decrease in proteoglycan levels and increase in collagen levels as the tissue develops over 
time makes it less vulnerable to shape changes. The results of this study agree with William and 
Sah’s study of modulating the matrix components of the cartilage explants by introducing 
biochemical agents [46] . They noted a decrease in shape plasticity with an increase in collagen 
to glycosaminoglycan levels in cartilage. Overall the FTIR blueprint of the tarsal development 
was supportive of initiating corrective manipulations for cartilage deformities at an earlier age. 
Insights from the FTIR study can be applied to craniofacial reconstructions, articular joint repair 
and tissue engineering constructs for debilitating diseases like osteoarthritis.  
The shape changes and volumetric study based on clubfoot offers three dimensional 
models for the growing and adapting anlagen in response to outside mechanical forces. Based 
upon the compositional changes noted over the growth phase, it can be said that the earlier stage 
of cartilaginous template allows for immediate shape changes to the deformed structure and the 
reorganization of the collagen and proteoglycan allows for the retaining of the newly acquired 
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form established by the cast even after the cast was removed. The deformed shapes seen even 
after the last treatment are in agreement with the residual deformities observed in the long term 
retrospective studies done on Ponseti treated clubfoot.  
It also emphasizes the need for compliance with the maintenance aspect post 
manipulation and casting to decrease the risk of a relapse.  The compliance of the cartilaginous 
structure to the mechanical forces of treatment produces correction  and therefore maintains the 
tendency to return to the clubfoot form, if not detained from it [24]. Wearing the orthosis while 
the anlagen undergo compositional changes and mineralization to become bone therefore reduces 
the chances of a relapse.  
The results of this study suggest that the significant differences between the shape and 
size of clubfoot and the healthy feet are mitigated over the course of treatment. While the Ponseti 
treatment alters the position of the tarsal bones, it also alters the shape of the tarsal bones and 
stimulates growth of the ossific nuclei. The treatment therefore compensates for the initial 
retardation of the deformed feet. However, the end of the treatment does not produce fully 
corrected shapes of the tarsal bones. Instead it alters the shape enough to produce functionally 
able foot. The cartilaginous structure of anlagen supports the changes induced by treatment and 
further emphasizes the importance of earlier treatment for clubfoot. 
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APPENDIX A- Volume of Tarsal Anlage and Ossific Nuclei 
Calcaneus B4   B2   B3   B6   B5   B1   
  C N C N C N C N C N C N 
week 1 2000.18 2675.72 3717.15 4525.23 1657.81 3046.61 1802.06 2113.37   2498.10 2174.61 2754.59 
week 2 1896.85 2678.18 3915.01 4880.24 2342.48 2822.44 1820.59 2412.68 2483.37 2699.18 1999.05 2705.73 
week 3 1915.91 1991.81 4058.06 4236.22 2410.44 2468.65 1801.86 2614.08 2785.58 2563.30 1903.75 - 
week 4 2301.83 2790.98 3953.76 4789.38 1703.13 2769.81 1959.97 2393.80 2881.58 2771.89 2361.16 3179.33 
week 5             1902.22 2417.19     2537.85 2998.17 
week 6             2025.43 2658.87     2567.04 3184.38 
Talus B4   B2   B3   B6   B5   B1   
  C N C N C N C N C N C N 
week 1 1148.72 2166.68 3018.98 3894.91 2017.90 2790.61 1675.42 2245.69   1823.85 1470.68 2029.79 
week 2 1384.49 2493.33 2891.87 3608.40 2037.95 2585.54 1400.64 2170.47 1836.13 3292.53 1608.40 2385.01 
week 3 1454.23 2493.33 2891.87 3608.40 2147.61 2755.69 1488.64 2489.28 2630.40 1985.73 - - 
week 4 1398.46 2516.50 2785.57 4061.46 1987.79 2703.67 1571.85 2454.20 2776.45 2286.51 1882.87 2529.26 
week 5             1443.67 2611.12     2013.26 3021.89 
week 6             1468.68 2455.09     2317.44 2730.37 
Cuboid B4   B2   B3   B6   B5   B1   
  C N C N C N C N C N C N 
week 1 477.75 718.41 1032.21 1360.36 659.33 917.15 484.52 563.95   664.63 663.23 746.98 
week 2 500.91 678.36 964.43 1453.91 468.91 822.34 405.96 443.86 541.58 972.82 502.61 724.05 
week 3 494.11 701.17 894.07 1209.36 528.63 638.05 410.94 572.45 962.32 709.53 - - 
week 4 477.22 672.78 1062.73 1316.20 511.40 591.26 519.09 462.78 980.00 868.26 623.96 929.86 
week 5             516.14 516.29     603.82 982.61 
week 6             747.38 861.34     717.78 892.54 
Navicula B4   B2   B3   B6   B5   B1   
  C N C N C N C N C N C N 
week 1 292.06 667.72 792.16 770.14 274.99 418.99 679.46 440.37   272.46 266.01 366.12 
week 2 233.21 450.08 685.59 650.32 261.37 592.72 246.03 682.13 439.52 564.71 325.95 315.13 
week 3 270.26 456.79 675.58 628.63 278.80 428.90 252.00 333.10 466.65 401.85 - - 
week 4 302.84 585.54 587.27 740.36 232.65 350.82 234.64 465.50 447.17 301.43 252.72 604.98 
week 5             349.58 510.54     318.50 535.58 
week 6             373.25 531.02     264.37 468.24 
xiii 
 
 
Calcaneus B4   B2   B3   B6   B5   B1   
  C N C N C N C N C N C N 
week 1 596.08 758.75 1211.15 1484.45 934.07 950.19 507.09 500.00   538.84 473.24 589.70 
week 2 439.95 688.58 1247.44 1551.15 799.99 887.24 489.97 569.51 662.35 644.31 453.65 497.61 
week 3 589.53 707.29 1378.71 1387.31 868.73 984.53 574.22 706.08 752.13 651.83 - - 
week 4 640.31 744.08 1351.78 1569.29 962.79 1012.49 639.61 729.13 734.36 759.53 547.68 750.16 
week 5     1663.75       705.62 710.61 791.68   643.83 762.00 
week 6             504.71 843.94     797.56 856.85 
Talus B4   B2   B3   B6   B5   B1   
  C N C N C N C N C N C N 
week 1 77.70 272.63 419.05 869.80 309.76 585.06 161.30 416.67   116.43 133.28 335.75 
week 2 86.04 277.61 435.21 809.82 332.42 546.55 123.42 401.17 184.87 482.06 141.82 318.54 
week 3 92.82 276.21 465.36 758.09 380.58 673.81 157.24 401.77 360.43 231.90 - - 
week 4 122.19 294.02 463.76 896.11 367.67 624.74 158.85 300.23 407.65 246.56 194.14 419.74 
week 5     502.54       198.29 482.47 660.68   213.26 433.32 
week 6             197.65 460.43     506.24 525.92 
Cuboid B4   B2   B3   B6   B5   B1   
  C N C N C N C N C N C N 
week 1   1.80 128.33 260.03 58.41 100.43 100.53 85.12   5.60 - 9.01 
week 2   21.13 136.12 239.68 52.02 80.80 86.68 65.45 9.80 105.29 3.43 15.31 
week 3 7.42 12.94 156.76 253.39 81.05 98.76 69.18 124.97 86.19 19.61 - - 
week 4 26.90 33.28 175.34 266.58 99.05 144.31 63.68 80.50 149.57 100.48 14.95 44.27 
week 5     184.35       45.61 85.11 197.57   21.37 62.73 
week 6             68.69 129.89     67.23 120.98 
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APPENDIX B-Surface models 
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